Infor Public Sector CDR Billing

CDR billing is mission-critical.
There may be lots of variety in the types of permits,
licenses, and inspections that a local government’s
community development and regulation (CDR)
operation must perform. But nearly every CDR process
has one thing in common: At some point, the customer
gets a bill. Since billing is a mission-critical process for
CDR, a local government can optimize its community
development and regulation only if it optimizes the
related billing processes.
Most CDR solutions offer functionality to streamline
typical CDR processes, but overlook the importance of
billing and the need to collect every payment owed.
The Infor™ CDR solution takes the next step.

Integrate billing into day-to-day
CDR operations.
Infor Public Sector CDR Billing integrates robust billing
functionality into Infor’s industry-leading community
development and regulation solution. With Public
Sector CDR Billing, your CDR employees get proven
capabilities to:
• Prepare and send bills.
• Automatically calculate annual license fees.
• Accept payments from businesses and citizens.
• Track and process enforcement issues.
• Manage delinquent accounts.
• Offer new, higher-value services to customers.
Use Public Sector CDR Billing to maximize your CDR
revenue without spending time and money on a
third-party billing solution or creating your own solution
to support your CDR accounts
receivable processes.

With Infor Public Sector CDR Billing,
you can integrate robust accounts
receivable functionality into the
day-to-day operations of your
CDR department.

Get robust billing functionality
designed for CDR.
Public Sector CDR Billing gives you billing functionality
specifically designed to meet the requirements of local
government community development and regulation
departments. For the first time, your CDR department
will get access to a suite of proven capabilities for
processing payments; managing rates, delinquencies,
licenses, and bill runs; and sending notices and
invoices to customers. You get several high-value
billing features with Public Sector CDR Billing, including
the ability to:
Issue bills for permits and licenses—Prepare and send
bills to businesses that routinely have multiple permits
or licenses. Compile a record of all CDR fees for a
contractor or other business, and send one bill for the
company’s account. Take advantage of the flexibility to
include other bills for water, wastewater storm, and
refuse collection when it makes sense.
Automate annual license payment
processes—Automatically calculate and invoice
businesses that are required to pay annual licenses.
Give businesses the ability to pay fees, and review
licenses and permits online.
Streamline collection processes—Efficiently manage
the invoice-aging process, send delinquent notices,
and, when necessary, turn delinquent accounts over to
a collection agency.

Get tangible benefits.
With Infor Public Sector CDR Billing, you can integrate
robust accounts receivable functionality into the
day-to-day operations of your CDR department. By
integrating billing into core CDR business processes, your
organization can realize many tangible business
benefits, including:
• Increased revenue
• Improved cost recovery
• Faster turn of accounts receivables
• More flexibility and convenience for
business customers
• Reduced operational and information technology costs
• Improved accuracy
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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